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Creative Evolutionary Systems (With CD-ROM)Morgan Kaufmann, 2001
This volume shows the current state of the art, and the science, of evolutionary creativity. It shows what can--and equally important, what can't--be done at the turn of the new millennium. What will have been achieved by the turn of the next one is anyone's guess. Meanwhile, it's intriguing, it's instructive, it's difficult, and it's fun!...

		

Business Metadata: Capturing Enterprise KnowledgeMorgan Kaufmann, 2007
People have a hard time communicating, and also have a hard time finding business knowledge in the environment.  With the sophistication of search technologies like Google, business people expect to be able to get their questions answered about the business just like you can do an internet search. The truth is, knowledge management is primitive...

		

TCP/IP Sockets in C#: Practical Guide for ProgrammersMorgan Kaufmann, 2004
"TCP/IP sockets in C# is an excellent book for anyone interested in writing network applications using Microsoft .Net frameworks. It is a unique combination of well written concise text and rich carefully selected set of working examples. For the beginner of network programming, it's a good starting book; on the other hand professionals could...





		

Bluetooth Application Programming with the Java APIs (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Bluetooth® wireless technology is a short-range radio standard that provides new opportunities for wireless devices. This radio standard was designed originally as a way of eliminating the cables currently attached to nearly all consumer electronic devices. However, the goals for Bluetooth wireless technology grew as its designers recognized...

		

Network Processor Design, Volume 2: Issues and Practices, Volume 2Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Responding to ever-escalating requirements for performance, flexibility, and economy, the networking industry has opted to build products around network processors. To help meet the formidable challenges of this emerging field, the editors of this volume created the first Workshop on Network Processors, a forum for scientists and engineers to...

		

Geometric Algebra for Computer Science: An Object-Oriented Approach to GeometryMorgan Kaufmann, 2007
Geometric algebra is a powerful and practical framework for the representation and solution of geometrical problems. We believe it to be eminently suitable to those subfields of computer science in which such issues occur: computer graphics, robotics, and computer vision.We wrote this book to explain the basic structure of geometric algebra, and to...





		

Information Assurance: Dependability and Security in Networked Systems (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
In todays fast paced, infocentric environment, professionals increasingly rely on networked information technology to do business. Unfortunately, with the advent of such technology came new and complex problems that continue to threaten the availability, integrity, and confidentiality of our electronic information. It is therefore absolutely...

		

Computational Intelligence: Concepts to ImplementationsMorgan Kaufmann, 2007
Russ Eberhart and Yuhui Shi have succeeded in integrating various natural and engineering disciplines to establish Computational Intelligence.  This is the first comprehensive textbook, including lots of practical examples. Professor Shun-ichi Amari, RIKEN Brain Science Institute, Japan

Computational Intelligence describes a large,...

		

Mobile 3D Graphics: with OpenGL ES and M3G (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
Graphics and game developers must learn to program for mobility. This book will teach you how. 

"This book - written by some of the key technical experts...provides a comprehensive but practical and easily understood introduction for any software engineer seeking to delight the consumer with rich 3D interactive experiences on their...





		

Practical IDL ProgrammingMorgan Kaufmann, 2001
his book provides a solid foundation in the fundamentals of programming in Interactive Data Language (IDL), an array-oriented data analysis and visualization environment developed and marketed by Research Systems, Incorporated (RSI) of Boulder, Colorado. IDL is available for Windows, MacOS, UNIX (including Linux), and VMS platforms.

The...

		

Internet Multimedia Communications Using SIP: A Modern Approach Including Java® PracticeMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) was conceived in 1996 as a signaling protocol for inviting users to multimedia conferences. With this development, the next big Internet revolution silently started. That was the revolution which would end up converting the Internet into a total communication system which would allow people to talk to each other,...

		

Joe Celko's Thinking in Sets:  Auxiliary, Temporal, and Virtual Tables in SQLMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
THIS BOOK DEALS with the use of various kinds of SQL programming techniques that make use of tables rather than procedural code. I have been telling people that the biggest obstacle to learning SQL is unlearning procedural programming, but saying that does not show someone who has been thinking in fi les and procedural code his or her entire career...
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